
STEPHAN

Experience

Language

EXPERTISE

Formpipe Lasernet

D365 FO / CE

AX 2012

SAP

Docker

Coding in multiple

languages

Azure

Training

With a decade in Lasernet Output
Management and five years as a

Windows/Linux system admin, I've
spearheaded 95+ customer

projects, excelling in
troubleshooting and client

support.

About Me

Arineo GmbH
November 2019 - Present

After rocking it for 11 years at secion, I was ready for a
change. Thanks to my Lasernet/AX 2012/D365 FO
Community rep, I snagged projects from Austria and
Switzerland to the USA, even dropping some Lasernet
knowledge bombs there. This paved the way for a killer
gig at Arineo GmbH. It wasn't just about the fat
paycheck; it was about getting a seat at the table,
shaping things up. Arineo rolls as a "collegial
organization" GmbH, no old-school department heads;
tasks are spread based on expertise. Besides being the
Lasernet maestro, I took charge of internal training,
recruiting, and repping the squad.

On top of that, in the last 4 years, I've dived into a bunch
of new tech. Now, I'm cruising with confidence in all
sorts of infrastructures.

German

English (Advanced)

Jack of all Lasernet trades

dreis.dev-ELOPMENT
October 2017 - Present 

As a lone wolf freelancer, I kicked off my gig as an iOS
app wizard, mastering Swift on my own terms. Linked
up with a sales sidekick, we dropped a shopping app
on the iOS Store. Cool vibes, right? But, dang, it hit a
few bumps and got overshadowed by tech moves like
Google Lens.

Shifted gears, turned my hobby into cash by slaying a
Docker-based Nextcloud and Enpass system for a local
player. Now, Lasernet projects got me hooked, shouts
out to the old crew hitting me up. While I'm deep into
the Lasernet game, I'm still rocking the support for my
OG clients, keeping the hustle alive from the early
days.
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Education

Skills Summary

86 %
92 %

Vocational training as an IT specialist for system
integration 2008-2011

Lasernet Architect

Troubleshooting

81 %Customer Synergy Mastery

secion GmbH
July 2008 - October 2019

During my stint at secion GmbH, I kicked off with an
apprenticeship, climbing the ladder from system
integrator to the Lasernet crew. Check this: I even
solo'd a new Active Directory setup for a client
during the switch.

In those initial four years, I went all-in for Panasonic
Europe, being the Lasernet maestro for the entire
continent. From fixing glitches and tweaking stuff to
handling big projects and migrations across Europe
– I was on it. Plus, I had the back of various clients,
sorting out different issues.

Then, things got real interesting with a slick
partnership with Lasernet big shots Formpipe. My
gig started tilting heavy towards AX 2012 projects.
Eventually, I was deep into solo missions, juggling
individual AX 2012 integrations until my time at
secion wrapped up.

ExperienceResponsibilities

Consulting Lasernet

Architecture

Building Workflows

Setting up Lasernet

environments

Creating document

templates

Create interfaces

Edit metadata

Train Lasernet EN/GER

Solving issues

Migrate old Lasernet

version

Out of the box thinking

Getting everything out of

Lasernet

Keeping tight contact

with the product owner

of

Lasernet

Lasernet AX

Connector

Technical assistant for computer science
2006-2008


